November Day Forum
Starts November 4
by Asby Hermann

Under the sponsorship of the Office of Student Activities, a forum of the Student Forum is presented at 11:10 a.m. from Monday through Friday in the Math and Modern Languages Building, room 100.

In an interview with the Current, Dean Davenport stated that "The purpose of this forum is to give as much interest as as many students as possible. We are not primarily interested in what people are saying, but in reading the thoughts of the students." The programs that are presented will include music, various volunteers, speakers, and movies.

There will be a musical program once a week. These programs will include little or no concerts, sing-alongs, and individual concerts.

Spookstacular Dance

The Newman Club will sponsor a Spookstacular Dance, at Mosley Hall, on November 15, from 7:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. The cost of the dance will be $1.00 per person. The proceeds will be used for the purchase of new equipment for the Newman Club.

Humphrey, Hearnes Win Campus Mock Election
by Carol Pratt, News Editor

Voting students and faculty elected Democratic candidates to office Tuesday, November 4. President-elect Humphrey received 56% of the vote, 28%, and Wallace 16%.

(Continued on page 3)

Lawrence Roos Blames Hearnes For Legging Education Standards
by Lawrence K. Roos, Republican gubernatorial candidate, appeared Monday, October 21, in the Math and Modern Languages Building, room 100.

The focal point of his attack on his opponent, incumbent Democrat Warren E. Hearnes, was the emphasis that Missouri ranks 39th in education nationwide. Roos proposed that the state assume half the operating costs of the public schools, in order to provide better education.

"When Governor Hearnes was campaigning in 1964," Roos said, "he charged that teachers' salaries in Missouri were $1,500 below the national average, and that state indifference to public schools was $50 below the national average. "He (Hearnes) promised that if he were elected, all this would change. And it has. Teachers' salaries have fallen from $1,500 to $700 below the national average, state assistance to education from $50 to $75 below the national average."

On the issue of "law and order," Roos declared that "no amount of verbage can eliminate crime," and criticized Hearnes for being "too soft" on crime. Roos proposed "minimum standards of training for law enforcement officers" and "using computers to communicate information between independent police agencies." Roos added, "only modern crime-fighting techniques can be effective against the modern, sophisticated criminal."

Roos also took Governor Hearnes to task for Missouri's failure to attract new industry. "In one year, Ohio, with the same budget as Missouri, brought $2,000,000 of new industry to that state," Roos said; "the same year, with the same budget, Missouri brought in only $100,000."
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A Refutation

It is not often that a newspaper deems it necessary to refute a letter-to-the-editor in the form of an editorial. However, in the case of William Moushey’s letter, we find it rather imperative.

Mr. Moushey, in his opening paragraph, refers to Mr. Trice as being “ignorant” and accuses him of trying to impose the will of a minority on a “white-oriented” America. True, the United States is “white-oriented.” But the “ignorant” person is the one who takes pride in this fact.

Mr. Moushey also offers the opinion that the Black American is responsible for, and content with, his plight in society. Feeling this way, he states: “the average Negro inhabitant as being “lazy” and “unambitious.” He also has the audacity to accuse blacks of chasing whites “out of the cities we built.” Apparently Mr. Moushey has a fondness for agitator, rat holes, broken glass, second-rate schools, and uncultivated garbage.

Among other trite comments, Moushey questions the fact that blacks are a “people” and presents the familiar “back to Africa” cliché.

It is his conclusive statement, however, that lies in the fact that he is the work of a “so-called” educated collegian. Something is wrong indeed, when a student at UMSL (or any other university) possesses the views of an uneducated, Southern bigot.

Cultural Lag at UMSL

It would seem that a great university should have a mixture of academic, cultural, and athletic events if it is to meet the standards set down by some sort of precedents in American Universities. The present situation at UMSL seems to be lacking in a good mixture of such events. The only cultural event with any acclaim is the concert lecture series presented during the year. We ask if this is sufficient? Isn’t there a need for the Green Monster in the current cultural section? Or is the “master race” sunset? With committing elementary errors in grammar and spelling, he readily calls the oppressed black man “ignorant.” Mr. Moushey also goes on to say that “the present UMSL seems to be lacking in a good mixture of such events.”

Perhaps the great tragedy of this letter, however, lies in the fact that it is the work of a “so-called” educated collegian. Something is wrong indeed, when a student at UMSL (or any other university) possesses the views of an uneducated, Southern bigot.

Editor’s Note: This letter is in reply to an article on the October 10 issue of the Current entitled “The Black Nationalist or What Do We Want?” by Leo Trice of ABC. Neither this letter nor Mr. Trice’s reflect the opinion of the Current staff.

The white person in America today has the choice, if not the right, to do what he pleases without question from pressure put upon him by a minority in our society. Let us not speak of the majority of the white race as being ancestors of the slums, the ignorant and those who are colored," is using a loaded statement to say the least. For of this 80%, 50% are Asians, and of the yellow-skinned people, and of the remaining 30% who are black, 20% live in America. But what do we do with the remaining 5% who are trying to impose their will on a white-oriented America.

I truly hope that the “white man” achieves the goal of black nationalism. For if this would happen, we would become quite evident to the average American of what the Negro is trying to do to our society. If the Negro in America does move into white neighborhoods with what is offered to him, then I say to him, get out and stay out.

How can there be black advancement in all phases of life when the Negro has no ability to advance at all. The white man did not make the ghetto in every major American city. When drawing out the city, the planning was not done to say, “All right, this section bound by Lafayette (sic), Skirke (sic), 150th, and a black slum.” The slum in America evolved through the ignorance and stupidity of the Negros inhabiting those areas. The average Negro in America today is lazy, unambitious, and completely without any intent towards a better way of life.

If the black man, as Mr. Leo Trice claims, wants not to live next door to the white man, then why is it that almost every week the stories about Negroes moving into white neighborhoods, or who are trying to do so, are becoming more and more prevalent.

I quote from Mr. Trice, “If the masses of whites want integration it would be quite easy to accomplish by the year 1980.” Mr. Trice, you have hit the nail square on the head. You yourself refute your own editorial. The mass of whites do NOT want integration. We want to be free and have a choice of whom we wish to reside by. We do not want a relatively clean neighborhood turned into another Harlem. Concerning your wish about wanting a black society, you have got it. Almost every urban area in America today is becoming totally black. You have chased us out of the cities we built because of your so-called non-integration and into the rural areas. Now you want to move into these neighborhoods simply because the white man was there first. I warn you Mr. Black Liberator or Mr. Black Nationalist or what have you, you can push the white man just so far. If and when it does come to the point of the white man to the impudence of the black of the Negro population in America will be reduced to 0%.

Mr. Trice you say the white man calls the black man a separatist. You are so right. I truly wish you would separate yourself all the way back to Africa.

I again quote Mr. Trice, “whites must learn to live with people.” Who, Mr. Trice, accused the Negro of being a people?

The white man built this country, and moved into the world power it is today. The black man is trying to turn it into one giant black slum. I dare say the white man would not and will stand for this. This idiotic Insurrection of a minority in America may and will be stopped before it leads to the abject hatred of all black men by all white men. This will be irreparable (sic) in scope and disastrous in nature.

William Moushey

The shelves, tables, and chairs did not arrive on time, the library was forced to move lock, stock and barrel into a makeshift building, and the air conditioner was destroyed by fire. However, these missteps do not give the library personnel the right to ignore the student and run a slip-shod organization.

The words “I’m sorry” are hard to incorporate into a term paper, but these two words are becoming all too familiar to the student doing research. I have requested twenty-seven books and six periodicals through the correct channels. I have waited the required twenty-four hours and returned to the library time and time again to hear the hallowed words, “I’m sorry, but we were unable to find the books and magazines you requested.”

The idea that this many books and periodicals can be “lost” is staggering. If the library personnel are qualified there is no reason for this many books to be misplaced without a good explanation. If the librarian and her successors are not qualified (as I believe to be the case) then the administration is at fault.

In either case the question to be asked is what does the student do when he cannot find needed books for his research paper; repeat “I’m sorry” to the professor? Kenneth D. Knerr

To the Editor:

In the issue of October 17, the Current promised more details on Chancellor Bugg’s departure. Instead, the Current concluded the October 24 issue with “There was no noticeable student reaction to the Chancellor’s resignation.” This comment was unwarranted and unjustified for two reasons.

First, Current is attempting to create a reaction, not measure one. Second, the Chancellor had spent five years of hard work at the University. Many nights have been spent working late in his office.

Although the students of UMSL are underprivileged, underfed and undergraduates, they have not been underserviced.

Ronald Tyczykowski and 40 others.
John Williams To Perform

John Williams, an Australian-born student of the classical guitar, will perform Friday, November 6, in Benton Hall, Room 105. The 27-year-old musician has toured the United States, Soviet Union, Japan, and throughout Europe. He is a student of the Royal College of Music in London where he made his debut in 1958. He attended summer courses given by Andrea Segovia, eminent master of the classical guitar, at the Academia Musica Chigiana in Italy from 1953 to 1958. Williams' performance will probably include compositions from Bach, the Spanish romantic school of the nineteenth century, and modern composers.

Despite rumors that the completion of the library facilities is months behind schedule, Miss Susan Freegard, librarian, said that completion has been delayed six weeks.

Original plans hoped to open the fourth level to students by the beginning of the fall semester; however, the delayed arrival of the book racks has prevented its use. Since part of the racks have arrived, Miss Freegard indicated that the fourth level will be completed and opened this month. The fifth floor has no deadline, but will be finished when the remainder of the racks arrive sometime in December. The first and second floors will not be open for students' use. They will be used for office staff.

by Adrienne Beaudoin

Fourth Floor to Be Opened in Library

(Continued from page 1)

Moyer, "we expect the frog population to come back too.

Meanwhile, the population of the pond has increased by fourteen. Dr. Moyer indicated that some ducks may spend the winter here. He noted that three spotted black-white specimens -- "hybrids between domestic ducks and mallards" -- had been mysteriously added by someone during the summer.

Dr. Moyer said that students in the General Biology lab sections have used the pond as part of the course. In one project students studied the food chains "first-hand" by wading waist-high into the pond and searching for animal and plant life. "The following week the students analyzed their samples under microscopes and observed the effects of household detergents and insecticides," he said. "The experiments were designed to produce better understanding of water pollution by common waste products."

1.2 Acres

Measuring the pond on a scale drawing of the campus, Ken Smith, superintendent of the physical plant, estimated the average width of the pond at 150 feet. However, "if you want its total area," he told a Current Reporter, "You will have to measure the pond yourself."

Dr. Moyer's records, which include a detailed survey of the site by the Soil Conservation Service, indicate that the pond at its present level covers 1.2 acres and drains an area of 11 acres. When he dived into the pond last spring in scuba gear, he estimated its maximum depth at 15 feet. At 10 feet down he reached a thermocline, a point at which the temperature became extremely cold. Dr. Moyer said that plans have been made to raise the level of water an extra two feet by raising the spillway of the dam.

After this work is completed, the pond will contain approximately 3,500,000 gallons of water, according to calculation based on his measurements.

Ozark Woodland

The Biology Club intends to seed plants that will form a low, thick, tangled growth encircling the pond. They will also plant native Ozark trees such as redbud, wild plum, sweet gum, and hawthorn along the lake.

Funds for the project will come from the University budget for maintenance and repair of existing facilities. Smith said that $3,000 has been appropriated to build high retaining walls at each end of the pond.

"We envision a woodland lake that might be found somewhere in the Ozarks," Dr. Moyer said. "We are hoping to be able to teach biology courses that will give students a firsthand experience with plants and animals in a natural setting, even though we are situated in the middle of a metropolitan community."
Recently it came to the attention of this reporter that there are literally hundreds of successful crimes one can commit at UMSL, in an attempt to evade the knowledge of the Campus Police. This involves either "stealing" or finding a lost book (in the halls or Lost & Found) and taking it to the Campus Bookstore for a complete refund. The chief requirements for this crime are the "foolproof" of a new unmarked book to return, and a particularly pathetic expression, to be worn on your face as you explain to the cashier how your mother threw your receipt out with last week's garbage.

Parking Ploys

Another fairly easy one is a variation of the above called "parking sticker" ploys. With this one you merely have a friend who has paid for his parking space in your class. Then after coughing up the $25 needed for a new sticker, you take the extra one they gave him and put it on your car. Because the Campus Police have more important things to do than check out individuals and sticker numbers (like polishing the single bullet each member of the force carries in his shirt pocket), you will probably be able to pull this one off with no hitches. If you want to be a bit more ingenious about it, you can take a color photograph of the blue and white sticker, and then you staple it up to the size of the regular sticker and try to adhere the back window of your car.

Those having access to a color duplicator can make copies of the parking sticker instantly, and perhaps peddle additional duplications to fellow students. The "class exchange" ploy is a bit more sophisticated. Suppose you're weak in math and stung in sociology. If you want to get a good grade in Math (and since it probably isn't your major anyway) you locate a friend who is strong in math and weak in sociology. For the entire duration of the semester you go to his sociology class and he goes to your math class. Of course schedule coordination is mandatory in making this one work.

There are dozens of simple crimes that can be pulled by the revelation of one single fraudulent statement. The "lost money" ploy is an excellent example. Once again, you wear that particularly pathetic expression as you explain to the apread-naturals in Management how that "armored bandit" consumed your money, but refused to render the tuna fish sandwich you ordered.
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Those having access to a color duplicator can make copies of the parking sticker instantly, and perhaps peddle additional duplications to fellow students. The "class exchange" ploy is a bit more sophisticated. Suppose you're weak in math and stung in sociology. If you want to get a good grade in Math (and since it probably isn't your major anyway) you locate a friend who is strong in math and weak in sociology. For the entire duration of the semester you go to his sociology class and he goes to your math class. Of course schedule coordination is mandatory in making this one work.

There are dozens of simple crimes that can be pulled by the revelation of one single fraudulent statement. The "lost money" ploy is an excellent example. Once again, you wear that particularly pathetic expression as you explain to the apread-naturals in Management how that "armored bandit" consumed your money, but refused to render the tuna fish sandwich you ordered.
Harriers Run In Chicago Saturday

by Pat Freeman

Although Westminster captured the top two positions in the October 31 meet, the UMSL Harriers forged ahead to occupy the next six places for a 25-34 win over the Illinois State backfield.

**Hudson on Top**

Bob Hudson was again on top for the Rivermen as he paced a quick 21:26 time for a third place in the meet, Ted McQuary and Kerry Robinson crossed the finish line next filling in the fourth and fifth place spots. Times of the meet were: Hudson (21:26), Ted McQuary (21:52), R. Robinson (22:54), J. Davis (23:50), M. Guenner (23:57), R. Davis (23:57) and D. Johner (28:15).

Garry Schmidt of Westminster led his team with a first place time of 20:58 as Dennis Fennell came in second with a 21:03. Schmidt has been the top runner of the Greenville Invitational for three years.

Only four meets remain in the 1968 Cross Country schedule, they are:

Nov. 2 Urban Alliance Meet 1:00
Nov. 5 Greenville College 4:00
Nov. 8 Evangel College 4:00
Nov. 9 Southwest Mo. State 11:00

**Cagers Beat Washington U. In Scrimmage**

UMSL's basketball team emerged from its first tests of the new with victories in scrimmages against Ferris State University and Washington University last weekend.

The ten-minute periods against Ferris and ten-minute periods against WU were played as a controlled scrimmage in which the coaches could stoppage to point out instructions.

UMSL head basketball coach Chuck Smith was well pleased with the Rivermen's scoring, rebounding and ball handling in the scrimmages. He had particular praise for veteran Jack Stenner and newcomers Greg Daust and Chuck Henson, who played well in both games.

Smith was especially pleased with the victory over Washington University because it was the first time that UMSL had beaten the Bears in a scrimmage. The coach also commented that this year's Washington U. team is the best that the Rivermen have faced in three years of scrimmages.

The Rivermen will scrimmage against Mineral Area Junior College of Flat River, Missouri, Saturday. Possibilities for future scrimmages include Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. The Rivermen will open their 1969 season on Saturday November 30 when they will take on Southeast Missouri State College at Concordia Seminary.
**Riverman Review**

**Kickers’ Leading Scorer**

Luis Ricardo Campos is presently a sophomore here at UMSL. He came to St. Louis in July of 1966 from Orange Walk in British Honduras and attended Normandy High School before coming to UMSL. Luis lives with Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Lane, an American family that is sponsoring his education.

A soccer player since he was seven years old, Luis is presently playing center forward on the UMSL soccer team. He is the leading scorer on the team with four goals and one assist.

Luis is an outstanding ball handler and a deadly shot. He has scored in every game in which he has played this year. His most outstanding game was against Western Illinois when he scored three goals and set up another. Luis is a center of attention on the field, and rightfully so. He is the great asset to the team and an object of pride for UMSL. After the game at Harris, he answered the following questions for the Current.

Q. What do you think of when you go out to start a game?
A. ‘We go out as a team. We go out with confidence of victory. We go out to win.”

Q. Is soccer played rougher in St. Louis or in British Honduras?
A. “It depends on the players. Players in St. Louis will sometimes foul you just for spite. In the British Honduras it’s usually a cleaner game.”

Q. Have you ever been hurt playing soccer?
A. “Never hurt real bad.”

Q. What do you think about the team individually and as a group?
A. “I like this team. They can handle the ball better than the players at home. They like to keep the ball on the ground and everybody gets to play.”

Q. What do you think about Coach Dallas?
A. “He is a great coach. He pushes us hard and does his best to teach us what he knows.”

---

**College Representative**

Holt Rinehart & Winston

leading text publisher, is interviewing on this campus Monday - November 4th

Sign up for an interview at the placement office.

---

**Why Not Have A Party**

Any Thursday, Friday or Saturday Night!

Live Music, Sing-A-Long and The Best Pizza in Town

---

**Soccermen Face Rockhurst Today**

The UMSL soccer team got back on the winning track Saturday, October 26, beating Evangel College by a score of 3-1. The victory boosted the Riverman’s record to 3-6-1.

Butch Ryan headed a corner kick from Tom Tucker for the first score in the first quarter against Evangel. The score remained one to nothing until the third quarter when Mark McDonald hooked a long shot from the outside to tie the game for Evangel. The Rivermen then broke loose and scored three goals in the following ten minutes. The first score was by Mark McDonald with an assist from Dave Meyer. The second was a penalty kick taken by Butch Ryan. The third was an unassisted score by Tom Tucker.

UMSL completely dominated the game, taking 37 shots and 13 corner kicks compared to Evangel’s ten shots and no corner kicks. The game was characterized by many fouls. Tim Fitzsimmons’ sprained ankle was the only injury in the game. It did not appear too serious, and he should be able to play soon. Luis Campos did not play. He is seeing a doctor about a foot injury.

Following are the latest soccer statistics: Luis Campos, four goals, one assist; Tom Tucker, three goals, one assist; Dave Meyer, two goals, three assists; Mark McDonald, two goals, one assist; Tim Fitzsimmons, one goal, four assists; Marty Todt, two goals; Butch Ryan, two goals; and Chuck Beller, one assist.

The soccer Rivermen will face Rockhurst College at 4:00 today at Florissant Valley Community College.

---

**CAN YOU QUALIFY?**

**THE COLLEGE MASTER**

The Plan Chosen by More College Men . . . .

Thousands Each Year

Jerry Carter

Guy Busch

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.

3532 Laclede
Grand Towers West
FR. 1-4444